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Abstract 
A process calculus extending the n-calculus with higher-order agent abstractions as in the 
Higher-Order n-calculus and first-order data other than names but with only first-order inter- 
action is used to give a natural and direct semantic definition for a concurrent object-oriented 
programming language. A notion of partial confluence of agents is introduced and its theory 
developed, first in the setting of CCS and then in the mobile-process calculus. It is shown how 
the semantic definition can be used as a basis for reasoning about systems prescribed by pro- 
grams of the language: the theory of partial confluence is used to prove the indistinguishability 
in an arbitrary program context of two classes whose instances combine to form data structures 
only one of which supports concurrent operations. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
1. Introduction 
This paper has three main aims. The first is to illustrate how a mobile-process 
calculus may be used to give direct, tractable semantic definitions for concurrent object- 
oriented programming languages. The calculus is an extension of the z-calculus [14, 131 
with higher-order agent abstractions as in the Higher-Order n-calculus [22,23] and first- 
order data other than names, but in which all interaction is first-order. We illustrate 
how the calculus may be used by giving a semantic definition for a variant of the nopA 
language [7] which is related to the POOL family [l]. The second aim is to introduce 
a notion of partial conjluence of agents and to develop some of its theory. We do 
this first in the setting of the calculus CCS [12] and then in the richer arena of the 
mobile-process calculus. The third aim is to illustrate how a process-calculus definition 
of a language may be useful in reasoning rigorously about programs expressed in it. 
Specifically, we use process-calculus techniques, and in particular the theory of partial 
confluence mentioned above, to prove the indistinguishability in an arbitrary program 
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context of two classes whose instances combine to form data structures only one of 
which supports concurrent operations. 
The idea of using a process calculus to give a semantic definition for a concurrent 
programming language was first explored in [ 11,121. There a semantic account of 
a concurrent imperative language with shared variables was given by translation to 
CCS. The use of CCS as a semantic basis for sequential object-oriented languages was 
studied in [ 171. The rc-calculus is a descendant of CCS via the calculus ECCS [4]. 
Its primitive notion is naming. Processes interact by using names; and by mentioning 
names in interactions, processes may pass to one another the ability to interact with 
other processes. Within this framework one has a direct, rigorous account of reference- 
passing. In [26] a semantic definition for a simple concurrent object-oriented language 
was given by translation to the monadic rc-calculus. That work was developed in [28] 
using the polyadic rc-calculus as semantic basis. In particular, the usefulness of the kind 
of simple sorting system introduced in [ 131 in capturing some linguistic structure was 
shown, and a close correspondence was established between a n-calculus semantics and 
a reformulation of the operational semantics of [2] for a variant of a language in the 
POOL family. That operational semantics was complemented in [3] by a denotational 
semantics based on metric spaces. The metric-space model is complicated, as one would 
expect given the nature of the kind of language under consideration, and its usefulness 
for reasoning about programs remains to be investigated. A semantics by translation to 
the rc-calculus was also given in [8], while [5] introduced a calculus very closely related 
to a fragment of the rc-calculus motivated directly by study of concurrent objects. 
In the n-calculus semantics, data (Booleans, integers, etc.), stores, expressions, com- 
mands, objects, classes and systems are all represented as name-passing processes. So 
flexible is the idea of name-passing that evaluation of expressions, control flow within 
commands, interaction between objects, and creation of objects can all be expressed 
using it. For instance, execution of an assignment command is represented as an in- 
teraction between an expression agent and a store agent, and in the representation of 
a sequential composition C; C’ of commands, the agent representing C interacts with 
that representing C’ to capture that C finishes and C’ begins. Such descriptions are, 
however, at a low level of abstraction, and it is difficult to formulate and prove prop- 
erties of interest about systems or their components using them. In [29] the usefulness 
of the process abstractions and richer type system of the Higher-Order rc-calculus in 
retaining more linguistic structure in translation was studied, while in [27] the utility 
of a definition based on an amalgamation of the rt-calculus and value-passing CCS 
was shown in reasoning about simple systems. The work on the design and implemen- 
tation of the Pitt programming language [20], an interesting experimental language 
based on the rc-calculus, has yielded insights concerning the expression of behaviour 
in mobile-process calculi. 
An important development in this paper is a semantic technique involving process 
continuations via which it is possible to give very natural and direct definitions. The 
process-calculus semantics we will give is the first to have the feature that an object 
is interpreted as an agent whose only actions represent interactions between objects, 
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creations of objects, and interactions of objects with the system’s environment. This 
captures well the pre-theoretic notion of object, at least in its behavioural aspects. 
The process-continuation technique is widely applicable. Its use relies on both the 
higher-order agent abstractions and the additional first-order data of the calculus. The 
significance of the naturalness and directness of the semantic definitions is strengthened 
by two further, related, benefits of this use of the process calculus. First, as illustrated 
in this paper, the process-calculus theory may be used to reason rigorously about the 
behaviours of systems prescribed by concurrent object-oriented programs. Secondly, 
the process-calculus models act as an accessible unifying and simplifying framework, 
a single arena for the definition of different languages, within which concepts and 
techniques arising in various domains can be generalized and transferred to others. 
The second part of the paper is concerned with a notion of partial confluence of 
agents. In [ 11, 121 a precise definition of deterrninacy of agents was introduced and 
studied in the setting of CCS. With the aim of providing a theoretical framework within 
which one may build from determinate components systems which are guaranteed, 
by construction, to be determinate, a refined notion of determinacy, conjuence, was 
also introduced and studied. This notion arises in a variety of forms in the theory of 
computation. Its essence, to quote Milner [12], is that “of any two possible actions, 
the occurrence of one will never preclude the other”. A central property of confluent 
agents is that they are semantically invariant under silent actions. A key observation 
is that in reasoning about the behaviour of a confluent system, it is often sufficient to 
examine in detail only a part of that behaviour: from this and the fact of the system’s 
confluence it may be possible to deduce properties of the remaining behaviour. 
Often a system or components of it have some good behavioural properties but fall 
short of being confluent. In [24] a study was undertaken of conditions under which com- 
binations of agents which are not themselves confluent may nonetheless yield confluent 
systems. The main notion studied there is named semi-conjbence and the main results 
concern conditions under which combinations of semi-confluent agents yield confluent 
systems. Also mentioned, but not studied, is a notion called K-partial canfiuence for K 
a set of labels. In this paper we introduce another notion of partial confluence. Although 
it is related to K-partial confluence, the notion differs fundamentally in essence from 
it in that agents are not required to be semantically-invariant under silent actions. In 
contrast to semi-confluence which is useful for establishing the confluence of systems 
constructed from partially-confluent components, the notion of partial confluence intro- 
duced here is of value in reasoning about classes of non-confluent systems in which 
interaction between non-confluent components is of a certain disciplined kind. 
We show the utility of the notion by employing it to achieve the paper’s third 
aim: to illustrate that the semantic definition of the concurrent object-oriented language 
by translation to the process calculus can be used as a basis for reasoning about 
the behaviour of systems prescribed by programs. We consider two classes, essentially 
from [7], whose instances may be used to construct binary-tree-structured symbol tables. 
They differ in that only one of them allows concurrent operations on the data structure. 
The problem which we address is to show that the two classes are indistinguishable in 
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an arbitrary program context, i.e. that replacing one by the other in any program does 
not change the observable behaviour of the system it prescribes. This provides a good 
challenge to the theory since a program context can be highly non-confluent. The key 
idea in the proof is to show that the concurrent data structure has a partial-confluence 
property which ensures that from an understanding of a small part of its behaviour, one 
may infer properties of its entire behaviour in a class of contexts containing all agents 
encoding program contexts, which themselves have a partial-confluence property. This 
‘small part’ is the fragment of the behaviour in which at most one method invocation 
is active in the data structure. The classes studied here differ from those of [7] in that 
here the values stored in the tables may be references to objects of an arbitrary class 
rather than integers. As explained in the text, the problem of the indistinguishability of 
the symbol-table classes is an instance of a general problem of correctness of program- 
transformation rules. The analysis which we undertake is a significant step towards the 
solution of that problem. In particular it yields insight into why the values stored in 
the data structures need not be of simple types which will be essential in obtaining 
a good solution to the general problem. 
An outline of the remainder of the paper follows. In Section 2 we introduce the 
concurrent object-oriented programming language and give an informal account of its 
semantics. In Section 3 we present the mobile-process calculus. Section 4 contains the 
semantic definition of the programming language. The new notion of partial conflu- 
ence is introduced and its theory developed in the setting of CCS in Section 5. This 
theory is extended to the mobile-process calculus in Section 6. In Section 7, on the 
basis of the semantic definition the theory of partial confluence is used to prove the 
indistinguishability in an arbitrary program context of the symbol-table classes. The 
paper ends with some brief concluding remarks. 
2. The programming language 
In this section we introduce the programming language and give an informal account 
of its semantics. The language is statically typed with types boo1 (Booleans), int 
(integers), unit (the one-element type) and ref(A) for A a class name from the set C. 
The language has Boolean and integer constants and a constant nil which is overloaded 
and is used to represent a reference to no object, the ‘undefined’ value of types boo1 
and int, and the value of type unit. In the abstract syntax definitions below we use K 
to range over constants, op over simple Boolean and arithmetic operators, m over 
method names from the set M, X, Y over variable names from the set V, and E over 
expressions, and we write Z for a tuple Zi, . . , Z, of syntactic entities. The abstract 
syntax of expressions is as follows: 
E ::= K 1 X 1 new(A) 1 op(_&) 
1 X:=E 1 El;Ez 1 ifEthenEielseE2 
( E!m(B) 1 commit E!m(k) 1 return E 
I output(E) I input. 
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Declarations are given as follows. Firstly, variable declarations are given by 
Vdec::=varX,:F,...,X,:T, 
where T ranges over types. Then method declarations are given by 
Mdec ::= method m(F :f) : T, Vdec, E 
with m the method name, P of types F its formal parameters, T its result type, and E 
its body with Vdec declaring variables local to it. Sequences of method declarations 
are given by 
Mdecs I:= Mdeq,...,Mdec, 
with the names of the declared methods pairwise distinct, and class declarations by 
Cdec ::= class A, Vdec, Mdecs 
where A is the name of the class, Vdec declares its instance variables and Mdecs 
declares its methods. We assume that no variable name occurs twice among the instance 
variables, formal parameters and local variables in Cdec. This allows us in modelling 
the local state of an object to use simply a store associating values with variable names. 
We do this as in giving the semantic definition we wish to focus on aspects of it which 
interact only mildly with the modelling of local state. Finally, program declarations are 
given by 
Pdec ::= Cdeq,. . . , Cdec,., trigger EO 
where the names of the declared classes are pairwise distinct and EO is of the form 
new(A)!m(k) where A is the name of one of the classes. 
Execution of Pdec begins with the evaluation of the trigger EO which results in 
the creation of a root object of class A and the invocation of its method m with 
(constant) arguments Z?. Each object has a private store in which are held values of 
the Boolean, integer and ref-types. A value of type ref(A) is a reference to an object 
of class A. When an object is created, all of its variables have the value nil and it 
assumes a quiescent state in which any of its methods may be invoked. When a method 
is invoked its body is evaluated. When evaluation of the body is completed the object 
resumes its quiescent state. A method may be invoked only when the object is in its 
quiescent state. The language thus shares with many, but by no means all, concurrent 
object-oriented languages the property that at most one method may be active in an 
object at any time; see [ 1,9] for discussion of this point. 
A program declaration Pdec as above is well-typed if whenever 
Mdec ::= method WI~( g :fi) : Ti, Vdeci, Ei 
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is a part of one of the class declarations Cdec in Pdec then for each subexpression E 
of Ei, for some type T a judgment 
Mdec t E : T 
may be derived using the following rules. 
1. MdectK:T ifTisthetypeofK. 
2. Mdec t X : T if X has type T in Cdec. 
3. Mdec t new(B) : ref(B) if a class named B is declared in Pdec. 
4. Mdec t op(J?): T if Mdec t l? :f and operator op has argument type F and 
result type T. 
5. Mdec t X := E : unit if for some T, Mdec t E: T and X has type T in Cdec. 
6. MdectEl;Ez:T if MdectEz:T and MdectEl:q for some 6. 
7. Mdec t if E then El else Ez : T if Mdec t E: bool, Mdec t El : T and Mdec t 
E2 : T. 
8. Mdec t E!rn(~?) : T if a part of the declaration of a class named B in Pdec is 
method m(p: F) : T, Vdec,F, and Mdec t E : ref(B) and Mdec t I!? :F. 
9. Mdec t return E : unit if Mdec t E: Ti (where z is the return type of mi). 
10. Mdec t commitE!m(@: unit if a part of the declaration of a class named B in 
Pdec is method m(f: f): Ti, Vdec,F, and Mdec t E: ref(B) and Mdec I- J!?:?= (so 
the result type of m in class B is the same as that of rni in Cdec). 
11. Mdec t output(E) : unit if Mdec t E : int. 
12. Mdec t input : int. 
We now give an informal account of the evaluation of expressions. The evaluation 
of X involves reading the value of X from the store. Evaluation of new(A) results 
in the creation of an object of class A; the value of the expression is a reference to 
that object. The assignment, sequence and conditional expressions are standard. The 
evaluation of E!m(B) involves the evaluation of E and then of the expressions in the 
tuple I!?:, followed by the invocation of method m with arguments the values of _J? in the 
object to which the value of E is a reference. The evaluation of E!m(l?) is then blocked 
until a value is returned as the result of the method invocation; the returned value is 
the value of the expression. The return expression, by means of which a result may be 
returned, and the commit expression, by means of which responsibility for returning 
a result may be delegated to another object, are explained below with reference to 
an example class definition. Evaluation of output(E) involves evaluation of E and 
the emission of its integer value to the environment of the system prescribed by the 
program; the value of the output expression is nil of type unit. Evaluation of input 
consumes an integer from the environment of the system, that being the expression’s 
value. 
As a simple example, one might define a class the sole function of whose instances 
is to interact with the environment of the system prescribed by a program thus: 
class IO, 
method in(> : int, 
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return input, 
method out(X:int):unit, 
output(X) ; return nil. 
A more substantial example is the following class declaration whose instances may 
be used to construct binary-tree-structured symbol tables. 
class T, 
var K:int, V:ref(A), L:ref(T), R:ref(T), 
method insert(X:int, W:ref(A)):unit, 
return nil ; 
if K=nil then (K:=X ; V:= W ; L:= new(T) ; R:= new(T)) 
else if X=K then V:= W 
else if X<K then L! insert (X,W) 
else R!insert(X,W) , 
method search(Y:int):ref(A), 
if K=nil then return nil 
else if Y =K then return V 
else if Y<K then commit L!search(Y) 
else commit R! search(Y). 
An object of class T represents a node which stores in its variables K,V, L,R an in- 
teger key, a value (a reference to an object of some class A), and references to 
two instances of the class (its left and right children in the tree structure of which 
it is a component). It has two actions: the method insert which allows a key- 
value pair to be inserted, and the method search which returns the value associated 
with its key parameter (or nil if there is none). Consider an object CI of class T. 
When z’s insert method is invoked it immediately releases the waiting caller from 
the rendezvous by evaluating the expression return nil resulting in the value of 
type unit being returned to the caller. It then either performs the insertion locally, 
creating two new leaf children if it is itself a leaf, or requests of the appropriate 
child node that the insertion be carried out, and on receiving the result of that re- 
quest resumes its quiescent state. When CI’S search method is invoked the following 
occurs: 
1. If u is a leaf it returns nil to indicate that the search has failed and resumes its 
quiescent state. 
2. If 2 holds the key sought it returns the associated value and becomes quiescent. 
3. Otherwise tl delegates to the appropriate one of its children the responsibility for 
returning the result of the search to the caller and resumes its quiescent state. When 
in evaluating a commit expression a invokes search in object /I, it is implicit 
that p should return its result not to a but to the object y to which c1 should have 
returned a result, and that c1 is freed from the task of returning a result to y. We 
may think of c( as passing to p the return address to which the result of the search 
should be sent. 
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Note that the objects of class T comprising a symbol table may enjoy concurrent ac- 
tivity. However, since at most one method may be active in an object at any time and 
a tree structure is maintained, one may expect that there may be no ‘overtaking’ of 
one method invocation by another. 
3. The process calculus 
In this section we present the process calculus which will be used to give a semantic 
definition for the programming language. It is an extension of the rc-calculus with 
higher-order process abstractions as in the Higher-Order rc-calculus and first-order data 
other than names. Both of these features are important in giving a tractable semantic 
definition for the programming language. In particular, the inclusion of higher-order 
process abstractions makes it possible to give a natural continuation-style semantics, 
with continuations being just higher-order process abstractions. However, in contrast 
to the Higher-Order n-calculus, all communication in the calculus is first order. The 
restriction to first-order communication allows the calculus to employ a straightforward 
extension of the relatively simple bisimilarity theory of the rr-calculus, rather than the 
more complex theory of bisimilarity in higher-order calculi [22]. 
We begin the presentation of the calculus by describing its first-order data. We 
assume a set of base types among which is the Boolean type bool. Each base type B 
is interpreted as a domain (also denoted) B, boo1 being the domain of truth values. We 
assume a set of link sorts, ranged over by L, and a single label sort, A. We assume 
a set of names. Each name has associated with it either a link sort, in which case the 
name is a link name, or the label sort, in which case the name is a label name. We 
say a name is of its associated sort. We assume there are infinitely many names of 
each link sort. We use x to range over link names and 8 to range over label names. 
The @St-order types, ranged over by z, are given by 
1 ::= B ( L 1 {t, : ll,...,L’, : I~} 
where L’ 1,. . . , t,, are pairwise-distinct label names. First-order type equality is the 
smallest congruence relation s on first-order types such that if rc is a permutation 
of {l,..., n} and en(i,=ti and rn(i)Eri for l<i<n, then {L,:l,,...,~~:l,}-{e,l:~I,, 
. . . , ti : 1:). We identify first-order types which are related by =. A first-order type {ei : 
ll,..., t, : I,,} is referred to as a record type with labels tf’, . . . , t,, and component types 
II,..., Il. z Note that although here the only composite first-order types are record types, 
it is straightforward to introduce others as required. 
We assume a set of first-order variables. Each first-order variable has associated 
with it either one of the base types or one of the record types. We say a first-order 
variable is of its associated type. We assume there are infinitely many first-order vari- 
ables of each base type and of each record type. We use z to range over first-order 
variables. We assume that for each element c of each base-type domain B there is 
a constant symbol c. We assume also a set of function symbols. Each function symbol 
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has associated with it an arity of the form B1 x . . . x B, -+ B with B and each Bi a base 
type. Each function symbol f of arity BI x . . x B, + B is interpreted as a function 
f :B, x.., x B, A B. The jirst-order terms, ranged over by t, u, are defined as follows 
where ‘tl : 11,. .,tn : z,,’ is read as ‘tl,. . ., t,, are first-order terms of the first-order types 
11,. , L,, respectively’. 
1. If name x is of link sort L then x : L. 
2. If first-order variable z is of first-order type z then z : z. 
3. If constant symbol c is of type B then c : B. 
4. If t, :B ,,..., t,,:B, and f is of arity B1 x ... x B,-+B then f(tl,...,t,,):B. 
5. Iftl:fl ,..., t,,:l, then {L’l=tl,..., &=~,}:{L’I:II ,..., &:z,}. 
6. If t:{dl:zl ,..., en : I~} then t * 4 : I, for 1 <j bn. 
7. Ift:{/,:~t,...,&:r,} and u:lj then t[u/fj]:{e,:~,,...,~n:z,}. 
{f, =t,,..., f,, = t,,) is a record term with field labels PI,. . . , /,, and components tl , . . , 
t,,; t * 4 is a field-selection term and t[u/G] a field-update term. (We use ‘*’ to avoid 
confusion with prefixing in the process calculus.) 
The jrst-orLfer values, ranged over by v, are the first-order terms given by 
v::=x 1 c 1 {e,=v I,..., &=un}. 
Value-equality is the least congruence relation = on first-order values such that if n is 
a permutation of {l,..., n} and tz(i,=t/ and U,(i,-Ui for 1 <i<n, then {/I =v,,...,/, 
= v,} = (8; = V’l ). . . , 8; = VA}. We identify value-equal first-order values. 
A jrst-order substitution is a partial function o from link names and first-order 
variables to first-order values such that if w E dam(a) and w : 1 then a(w) : 1. A first- 
order term is closed if it contains no first-order variables. The evaluation relation ---H 
fi-om closed first-order terms to first-order values is defined as follows: 
1. x+x and C-C. 
2. If t I -cl,..., t,,+c,, and f(cl,..., c,)=c then f(tl,..., tn)+c. 
3. If tl+vl,..., tn+v, then {!~=tl,..., 1c,,=t,}++{P~=vl,..., fn=uUn}. 
4. If t-+{cf,=v, ,..., kn=vn} then t*G---H?j. 
5. If t+{/, =vl,...,f,=v,} and u-0 then t[u/G]+{Pl =vl,...,4j_l =vj_l, 
fj=V, ~j+l=Vj+l,...,e,=Vn}. 
It is straightforward to prove that + is a function from closed first-order terms to first- 
order values and that if t : I and t + v then v : 1. 
The higher-order types of the calculus, ranged over by t, are given by 
r::=abs(O,,...,B,) 
8::= 1 1 i”. 
We assume sets of agent constants, ranged over by D, and agent variables, ranged over 
by X. Each agent constant and each agent variable has associated with it a higher- 
order type. We say an agent constant D and agent variable X is of its associated 
type 4 and write D : 5 and X : <. We assume there are infinitely-many agent constants 
and infinitely-many agent variables of each higher-order type. The process expressions 
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P,Q and abstractions F are defined as follows where y ranges over names and first- 
order variables, u ranges over names, first-order variables and agent variables, and 
H ranges over first-order terms, process expressions and abstractions: 
P::= C 7cj.q 1 PJ Q 1 (vx)P 1 if(t : P,Q) ( F(l?) 
jGJ 
F::=(zi)P 1 D 1 X 
where the prefixes rc are given by 
71::=?(i) 1 t(P) 1 z 
and the indexing set J is finite. Note that the prefixes are first-order. We write 0 
for the empty summation and 7~ for rc. 0. In t(3). P, (vx)P and (C)P, the outermost 
occurrences of F, x and u” are binding with scope P. We assume the standard notions 
of free names and (first-order and agent) variables and identify process expressions and 
abstractions which differ only by change of bound names and (first-order and agent) 
variables. We assume that each agent constant D has a defining equation Ddzf (C)P 
where u” contains all names and (first-order and agent) variables occurring free in P. 
The well-typed process expressions and abstractions are defined via a partial f&c- 
tion I, a sorting, from link sorts to tuples of first-order types. The intention is that 
if L(L) = (2) then a name of sort L may be used to communicate tuples of values of 
the types i: For example if A(L) = (bool,L) then a name of sort L may be used to 
pass pairs whose first component is a Boolean value and whose second component is 
a name of sort L. The well-typed process expressions and abstractions are those which 
may be assigned a higher-order type as follows. 
1. c. ,E J 7Cj. Pj : abs() if for each j E J, Pj : abs() and 
(a) rtj is of form t( t”) where t : L, t”: ? and l(L) =(i), 
(b) Zj is of form t(j) where t : L, j : i and l(L)=(Y), or 
(C) Xj is r. 
2. PlQ : abs() if P: abs() and Q : abs(). 
3. (vx)P : abs() if P : abs(). 
4. if(t : P, Q) : abs() if P : abs(), Q: abs() and t : bool. 
5. F(H) : abs() if F: abs(8”) and fi : 6. 
6. (zZ)P:abs((?) if P:abs() and z?:e. 
7. D: 5 if D is of type 4. 
8. X:< ifX is of type 5. 
It is required that for each defining equation D def F, F : < where D : 5. 
In defining the operational semantics of the calculus we restrict attention to pro- 
cesses, i.e. those P : abs() closed in the sense that no agent variable occurs free 
in P. The transition rules are obtained from those of the z-calculus by incorporating 
an appropriate treatment of first-order terms. The transition relations are labelled by 
actions c( of which there are three kinds: the silent action z, output actions (vZ)X( a), 
and input actions x( 6). In the latter two x is a link name of some link sort L and 5 is 
a tuple of first-order values of types i with I(L) = (i); in the second, 2, the set bn(cl) 
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of bound names of the action CX, is a subset of the set of link names occurring in C; 
also bn(r) = 0 and bn(x( ic)) = 0. We write fn(Q) for the set of link names occurring 
free in Q. The relations are defined by the following rules from which the symmetric 
forms of 4 and 5 are elided. 
1. . ..+t(y).P+... ‘%P{$} provided 1 --Hx, t:L and i;:rwhere i.(L)=(j); here 
P{@} is the result of substituting the components of 5 for the corresponding 
components of jj in P. 
2. . ..+i(i).P+-..‘yP provided t-x and i&C;. 
3. ..+-z.P+~.. iiP. 
4. If PAP’ then P/Q 5 P’ ) Q provided bn( x) n fn(Q) = 0. 
5. If P (V’)X!l;) P’ and Q ‘(,;! Q’ then p ) Q A (vT)(P’ ( Q’) provided .? n fn(Q) = 0. 
6. If P 5 P’ then (vx) P -% (vx)P’ provided x does not occur in a. 
7. If P + P’ then (vy)PCV’%)’ 
(ri).?( I!) 
P’ provided y occurs in fi - (z” U {x}). 
8. If P -% P’ then if(t : P, Q) 5 P’ provided t---i) true. 
9. If Q 5 Q’ then if(t : P, Q) 5 Q’ provided I---H false. 
10. If P{G/I} -% P’ then ((C)P)(H) 5 P’. 
11. If F(H) LP’ and DdzfF then D(H) AP’. 
A convenient derived form is the replication ! ( V~)TC. P defined by 
which may repeatedly interact via rt to activate new instances of P. It is straightforward 
to prove that the type system has the following soundness property. 
Lemma 3.1. If‘P: abs() and P 5 P’ then P’ : abs(). 
We write + for the reflexive and transitive closure of L and & for + 2 +. 
The criterion of behavioural indistinguishability which we will use is branching equiv- 
alence defined as follows. A branching bisimulation is a relation &? on processes such 
that whenever PBQ and bn(cr) n (fn(P) U fn(Q)) = 8, if P 5 P’ then either r = r and 
P’BQ, or for some Q”, Q’, Q + Q” 5 Q’, PBQ” and P’BQ’, and similarly with P 
and Q interchanged. Branching bisimilarity, &, is the largest branching bisimulation. 
Branching equivalence, N, is defined by setting P E Q if PO & Qo for all first-order 
substitutions CJ. These are the appropriate extensions to the calculus of the branch- 
ing form of early (as opposed to late ~ see [15]) bisimilarity and equivalence in the 
n-calculus. We adopt the early theory for two main reasons. The first is the result 
of [22] showing the intrinsic importance of the early theory: in rc-calculus, early con- 
gruence coincides with reduction (or barbed) congruence, a natural notion which may 
be defined uniformly on a rich class of calculi. The second reason is that the theory 
of partial confluence based on the late theory is more complicated than that which 
we will present in Section 6. Moreoever, the differences between the two equivalences 
are so fine that there are likely to be few practical applications of partial confluence 
where use of the late theory would be essential. We do not develop the equivalence 
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theory of the calculus in detail. The fact that all interaction is first-order makes it pos- 
sible to obtain an entirely satisfactory theory by a smooth combination of the theories 
of rc-calculus and simple value-passing calculi. The main results we will use are that 
branching equivalence is a congruence and that simple equations have unique solutions 
up to N. 
4. The semantic definition 
In this section we give the semantic definition of the programming language by 
translation to the process calculus. The type system of the calculus plays an important 
role in organizing the definition. We first recall that the programming language’s basic 
types are bool, int and unit and that it has constants, ranged over by K, for the values 
of these types and simple arithmetic and Boolean operators, ranged over by op. The 
language’s types, ranged over by T, are the basic types and the types ref(A) where A 
ranges over class names from the set C. Further, m ranges over method names from 
the set M and X, Y range over variable names from the set V. 
Fix a program declaration Pdec whose meaning is to be defined. We stipulate the 
following concerning the type system and first-order terms of the calculus. 
1. The base types, constant symbols and function symbols are the basic types, constants 
and operators of the programming language. 
2. The link sorts are 
MA” for A E C and m E M, invocation links, 
RT for T a type of the programming language, return links, 
CA for A E C, creation links, and 
E external links. 
A brief explanation of the link sorts follows; more details are given below. 
(a) A name of sort MT will represent a link via which method m may be invoked 
in an object of class A. 
(b) A name of sort Rr will represent a link via which the result of a method 
invocation, a value of type T, may be returned. 
(c) A name of sort CA will represent a link via which the process-calculus repre- 
sentation of an object name of class A (which will be a value of a first-order 
record type) may be communicated. Names of sort CA will be used in repre- 
senting creation of objects. 
(d) A name of sort E will represent a link via which the system prescribed by the 
program may interact with its environment. 
3. The label sort A is M U V. Thus the labels are the method names m and the variable 
names X of the programming language. 
4. For each class A declared in Pdec we write ref(A) for the first-order record type 
{ml : My’, . . . ,m,:M,m”} where ml,...,m, are the names of the methods of A. 
We refer to terms of sort ref(A) as object names of class A. Such terms will 
be the process-calculus representations of ‘object identifiers’. If CI is an object name 
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of class A and m E {ml,.. . , m,} then the field selection term c( * m is of the link 
sort M’J. it is the link via which method m may be invoked in the object named CL 
5. Suppose that in Pdec class A has instance variables 2 : f and methods ml,. . . , m4 
with mi taking parameters yi : fi;., having local variables 2; : oi and returning a result 
of type q where, as stipulated earlier, the 2, f, 2 are all distinct. Then we write 
SA for the first-order record type 
and refer to terms of this sort as A-stores (or simply stores). A first-order term of 
this record type contains the process-calculus representations of the values held in 
an object’s store, labelled with the appropriate variable names. Field-update terms 
are used to represent changes to an object’s store. 
6. The sorting 1 is the following partial function on link sorts. First 
&CA) = (ref@)), A(E) = (int), 
and for 1 ,< i < q, where fi is Tit, . . . , Tin,, 
This adds to the explanation of the link sorts above. When method m; is invoked in 
an object of class A via a name of link sort MF, along that name are sent a tuple 
of arguments, values of types Fi, and a name of link sort Rr, via which a result of 
the appropriate type z may be returned. 
7. A family of higher-order types of importance in the translation are those of the 
form abs(abs(T, SA, RT,), SA, Rr,). They will be the types of process abstractions 
representing expressions of type T occurring in the declaration of class A within the 
body of method mi (whose result type is K). 
We now proceed to the translation. 
A program prescribes the possible evolutions of a system of objects, Although objects 
may enjoy concurrent activity, computation within each object is sequential. This clear 
division, common to many but not all concurrent object-oriented languages, makes it 
possible to employ at the object level semantic techniques developed to treat sequen- 
tial programming languages and at the system level techniques of process calculus 
which give a good account of interaction between objects. Thus, briefly, objects will 
be represented as sequential processes and systems as restricted compositions of such 
processes together with processes representing class definitions. The latter will be repli- 
cator processes capable of generating processes representing new objects. The main 
task is thus to give for each class definition a process encoding a new object of the 
class. 
The most complicated part of the semantic definition is the encoding of expressions. 
The evaluation of an expression in a store yields a value and a store. Consider an 
expression E of type T occurring in the body of method mi with result type z in 
class A. To define the meaning of E we will consider the continuation for its evaluation, 
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that is the computation which comes after the evaluation of E expressed as a function 
of the results of that evaluation. Suppose we know 
1. for an arbitrary store s the value u and store s’ resulting from evaluation of E in s, 
2. the link name Y of sort Rr, which should be used for return of the result of the 
invocation of method mi, and 
3. the meaning of the part of the body of mi after E: an agent abstraction of type 
abs(T, SA, Rr, ), that is a continuation k which when applied to the v and s’ in 1 
and r in 2 gives a process k( v,s’, r) representing the subsequent behaviour of the 
body of mi after E. 
Then the semantics of E is completely specified by describing how it transforms 
a (k,s, r)-triple into a process. The definition interprets E as a second-order agent 
abstraction [E] of type abs(abs(T,SA,Rr,),SA, Rr,) which when applied to an abstrac- 
tion k of type abs(T,SA, Rr!), representing a continuation, a store s: .SA and a link 
name Y: Rr, yields a process [E](k,s,r) re resenting p the combined behaviour of E 
and k on s with return link r. The definition is given in Fig. 1 where k is an 
agent variable of type abs(T, SA, Rr,), s,si etc. first-order variables of type SA, Y,YI 
etc. names of link sort Rr,, and 0,211 etc. names and first-order variables of the appro- 
priate types. a Note that we give the definitions of op(J?)), E!m(j) and commitE!m(g) 
only in sample cases; the others are similar. Note that label names X and m may oc- 
cur in [El; referring to the definition of the calculus, such names may not be bound 
and are not subject to instantiation. More significantly, the link names nB : CB and 
in, out : E occur free in the new(B)-clause, the input-clause and the output(E)-clause 
of the definition respectively. This is an apparent violation of the requirement that 
in a defining equation Ddgf (C)P, u” should contain all link names (and variables) 
occurring free in P. However as explained in [14] the rr-calculus has a conven- 
tional way of treating constant names and this carries over to the calculus. In fact 
as we will see below, these constant names are abstracted in the encoding of a 
program. 
To grasp the meaning of [Xl, suppose that k is a continuation of type abs( T, SA, Rr, ), 
(where X is of type T) which when applied to a value, a store and a return link yields 
a process. Since the evaluation of X with store s just yields the value s *X with store 
unchanged, and the link name is unaffected, [X1( k, s, r ), the total effect of evaluating X 
with continuation k, store s and link name Y, is k( s *X, s, r) which enacts k with value 
s *X, store s and link name r. Contrast this with [X : = E]( k, s, r) which evaluates E in 
store s yielding a value v and store s’ and then applies k to nil, the value of type unit 
of the assignment, the updated store s’[u/X] and the link name Y. In [El !m(Ez)]( k,s, r) 
first El is evaluated in s yielding ur,si and then E2 is evaluated in si yielding v2,s2; 
the link name r is unaffected. Then the name ui * m is used to invoke method m 
in the object-process of which 01 is the object name with parameter ~2; also sent is 
a private name r-l of sort Rr, T being the type of the invocation expression. The agent 
then waits to receive a result u on r’ before continuing as k( u,s~,Y). The link name r 
plays its role in the translations of commit-expressions and return-expressions. In the 
translation of [commitEl!m(E:!)](k,s,r), on vi * m are sent the argument v2 of the 
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[K] u (kST)k(K,Y,T) 
[X] ef (kYT)k(Y*X,s,r) 
[new(B)] dAf (ks~)ng(v).k(v,s,r) 
bP(&, &)I dzf (ks T) 1[-&3((~1 Sl r1)[&1(( v2S2~2)~(OPvlv2,~2,f2)r~lr~l)r~,~) 
[X := E] d&f (ks~)I[E]((vs’r’)lc(nil,s’[v/X],r?,s,r) 
[E1;&] u (~~~)l[El]((v~‘r’)~EZ](k,s’,r’),s,r) 
[if E then El else Ez] dzf (ksr)[E]((vs’r’)if(v: [E~](lc,s’,~‘),~E~](k,s’,r’)),s,r) 
[G!m(Ez)] ‘+?’ (~~~)~~1]((~1~1~1)~~2]((~2~z~z)(~~’)el(~z,~’). 
r’(v). qv, e2, TZ), 31, Tl), s, r) 
[commit&!m(Ez)] dgf (ksr)[El]((qsl r~)[Ez](( - ~2~2~2)~1*~(~2,~2).~(nil,sz,~~),s~,~~),s,~) 
[return E] ‘A’ (ksr)[E]((vs’r’)~(v).k(nil,s’,r’),s,r) 
[output(E)] dzf (ks~)[E]((vs’~‘)6iTt(v).k(nil,d,r’),s,r) 
[input] dGf (ka~)in(v).k(~v,s,r) 
Fig. 1. The translation of expressions. 
invocation and the link name r via which the result of it should be returned. The 
subsequent behaviour is k( nil,sz,r), reflecting that responsibility for returning a result 
has been delegated. In [return E](k,q~), E 1s evaluated and its value sent along r. In 
I[output(E)](~,s,r), E is evaluated and its value sent on the link out of sort E, the 
value of the output expression being nil. In [input](k,s,r), a value u is consumed from 
the environment of the system via the link in of sort E and the subsequent behaviour 
is k( u, s, r ). An important point, apparent from the definition, is that the return link is 
unchanged throughout the activity of a method body. An alternative to the definition 
given is to define [[Elr of type abs(abs( T, SA ), SA ) indexed by a link name Y of sort Rr, . 
To explain the prefix ns(u) in [new(B)] we first give the encoding of a class dec- 
laration. Recall that class A has instance variables 2 : l? and methods m 1,. . , m4 with 
mi taking parameters Pi : Fi and having local variables zi : l?; and result type Z’,. Then 
[Cdec] def !(vhr . ..h.)G(cz).Q,~(a,os) 
where x is the object name {ml = hl,. ,mq = h,} of type ref(A), CJO is the store 
{2= nil, P= nil,2 = nil} of type S A, and QA : (ref(A), SA) is defined by 
QA dGf (as)C~*mi(i;,r).[E~n((vs’r’)Q~(a,s’),s[~/~i],r). 
i=l 
The replicator [Cdec] may repeatedly emit on the link name nA of sort CA a fresh object 
name a and thereby activate a new instance of the class with initial store crs in which 
all variables have nil values. In figure 1 the prefix ns(u) in [new(B)] complements 
that in the encoding of the declaration of class B so [new(B)]{ k, s, r) receives a fresh 
object name a via 128 and then continues as k( tl, s, r ). 
Finally, we have the encoding of a program. If 
Pdec :I= Cdeq,. , Cdec,, triggerE0 
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where Cdeci declares Ai then 
[Pdec] d&f (vnA , . . .nA,) ([Cdeq] 1 . . . II[Cdec,lI(v~~)l[~~]l((~sr)O,{},~~)) 
where [Es] is applied to continuation (OS r)O, and thus becomes inactive if and when 
the result of its method invocation is returned, the empty store and the private link 
name ro. Note that only in, out: E occur free in Pdec; they are treated as constant 
names as per the remark above. These are the links via which the agent interacts with 
its environment. It is on the basis of these interactions that distinctions among the 
behaviours prescribed by programs are made. 
To illustrate the definition we apply the translation to the class T from Section 2. It 
yields 
[T] d”f !(vins,srch)nT(~().Q~(~1,0~) 
where CI = {insert = ins, search =srch} and cro = {K = nil, V= nil, L = nil, R = nil, 
X=nil, W= nil, Y= nil} and 
Qrdzf((as) (a * insert(x,w,r).[E~]((us’r’)QT(a,s’),s[x/X][w/W],r) 
+ a * search&r>. I[&]( ( us’r’)Q~(a,s’),s[y/Yl,r)) 
where EI,Es are the bodies of the insert and search methods respectively. From the 
definition in Figure 1 we have, where cond abbreviates a nested conditional and where 
K = (us’ #)Qr( a,~‘): for the body of the insert method where q = s[x/X][w/W], 
[EI]I(JvM-) 
E F(nil).cond(ol *K=nil : nT(tl).nT(t2).QT(a,ai), 
x=01 *K : Q~(a,~l[w/Vl), 
x < 01 *K : (vr’)~~ *L* insert (x,w,r’).r’(y).QT(u,q), 
x > 01 *K : (vr’)ol *R * insert (x,~,r’).r’(y).Q~(u,oi)) 
where c$ = oi~~/~l[~/~l[~~/~l[~2/~1, and for the body of the search method where 
02 = WYI, 
[Es](rc,~~,Y)=cond(az*K=nil :F(nil).QT(u,~2), 
y=a22*K : Y(m * J’).Qdu,a2), 
y<az*K :a2*l*search(y,r).Qr(u,a2), 
y>az*K :a~*R*sea.rch(y,r).QT(u,a2)). 
5. Partial confluence in CCS 
We assume that the reader is familiar with CCS as presented in [ 121. We use standard 
notation and simply record a few points. We write 9 for the set of labels (names and 
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co-names) ranged over by &, Act for the set 9 U {z} of actions ranged over by a, 
+ for the reflexive and transitive closure of the L -transition relation, M for (weak) 
bisimilarity, and 2 for branching bisimilarity [25], the largest symmetric relation such 
that if P CY Q then for any CI E Act, if P 5 P’ then either c1= r and P’ Y Q or there 
are Q”, Q’ such that Q + Q” -% Q’, P E Q” and PI z Q’. For c1 E Act and s E Act* 
we write a E s if a occurs in s and CI $ s if it does not. 
An agent P is determinate if for any s E 9 *, if P&PI and P&P2 then P, zs P2. 
Suppose r, s E _F*. Then the excess of r over s, r/s, is defined recursively by setting 
E/S = E where E is the empty sequence and for /E 3, ({r-)/s = /(r/s) if 8 es and 
r/(s/k’) otherwise. Then an agent P is conjuent if for all r,s E 9*, if P&P, and 
P & 4 then there are P/, Pi such that PI % P(, Pz 3 Pi and P; FZ Pi. Confluence 
is preserved by M and moreover if P is confluent then P is T-invariant, i.e. if P + Q 
then Q M P. From this it follows that confluence implies determinacy. Furthermore 
confluence is preserved by several operators on agents including confluent sum and 
confluent composition. The utility of the notion in reasoning about some classes of 
system is illustrated in [12]. 
In [24] a notion called ‘R-partial confluence’, for R C 2, was defined. ’ The notion 
is a generalization of confluence in that a process is confluent just in case it is 6”- 
partial confluent. An R-partial-confluent process P must, like a confluent process, be 
z-invariant. In [24] attention was directed towards conditions under which combinations 
of agents which are not themselves confluent yield confluent systems, and the technical 
development concerned a different notion called semi-conjfuence. No results concerning 
R-partial confluence were proved though it was stated that it is “[preserved by] a set 
of constructions”. 2 
Our interest here is not primarily in confluent systems. Rather we are concerned 
with disciplined ways in which agents, which need not be t-invariant, may interact. 
This leads us to introduce a notion of partial confluence which differs fundamentally 
in essence from R-partial confluence in not implying r-invariance. The definition of 
R-partial confluence is couched in terms of bisimilarity. Simply omitting from it re- 
quirements on r-actions yields a notion which is unsatisfactory as it is not closed 
under bisimilarity. We thus use branching bisimilarity in introducing the new form of 
partial confluence since it demands more careful scrutiny of silent actions. To state 
the definition it is convenient to introduce some notation: we write P + 5 P’ to 
mean that P=+ P” 5 P’ for some P” with P” z P and moreover if c( = r then 
P’ 2il P. 
Definition 5.1. Let R & 2’ be a set of labels. An agent P is R-conjluent if for every 
derivative Qo of P, whenever Qa & Qi and Qo + 5 Q2 with r E R and c( E Act, then 
either c1= r and Qi E Q2, or a # r and agents Qi, Qi can be found to complete the 
’ The definition is due to Milner: see op. cit. p, 35, where ‘K’ is used rather than ‘R’. 
‘Op. cit. p. 36. 
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diagram below: 
Qll 
r 
c Q, 
Y u Y a 
Q2< r bQ;= Q: 
It is fairly easy to see that for any R, R-partial confluence (and so a fortiori conflu- 
ence) implies R-confluence (see the lemma below). However the converse fails as e.g. 
(r. a + r. b) 1 Y is {r}-confluent but not {r}-partial confluent. The precise relationship 
between the two notions is expressed in the following result. 
Lemma 5.2. P is R-partial conjiuent if and only if P is R-confluent and z-invariant. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that branching bisimilarity implies bisimilarity and 
the observation that if P is r-invariant and PM Q then P N Q. 0 
R-confluence is not in general preserved by M. For example, r. (a + z.b) is {Y}- 
confluent and bisimilar to r. (a + z. b) + r. b which is not {r}-confluent. The following 
lemma shows that R-confluence is, however, preserved by N. Before proving this a use- 
ful observation is that if in the definition of ‘R-confluence’ the diagram were required 
to be completed only by some Q’,, Q’,‘, 4, Q2 ” in the following way, the resulting notion 
would be the same. This is easy to see using properties of N. 
Qo r - Q, = Q; 
f 
a 
t 
a 
Q2 = Q;=d- Q; = Q: 
Lemma 5.3. If P is R-confluent and P YE Q then Q is R-conjluent. 
Proof. Suppose Qs is a derivative of Q, Qo L Qt and QO + --% QZ where r E R and 
a E Act. We show that if CI =r then Qi z Q2 and if CI fr then agents Q{, Q’,‘, Qk,Qy 
can be found to complete the above diagram. 
Since P E Q there is a derivative PO of P such that PO cz Qo. Since Qs G Qt, 
PO + Pd &Q’,’ for some PA, Q’,’ with PA Y PO, Qy E QI. Now since Pi Y QO and 
Qo + 5 Q2, so Ph + -% Qy for some Qy with Q2 P Qy. Being a derivative of P, 
Ph is R-confluent. Thus if a = r then Ql N Qy z Qy 2 Q2, while if LX # r then Qi, Qi 
can be found to complete the following diagram. Now Q{, Qy, Qi, Qy are the processes 
we seek. 
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It is convenient to introduce a mrther abbreviation. For s = tit . . a, E Act* we write 
s 
- rr. for the composite relation N s 2~. . . E -% P. The following result enunci- 
ates a simple but useful property of R-confluent agents. Recall that s/cl is the excess 
of s over (the singleton sequence) LX. 
Lemma 5.4. If’P is R-conjluent then for any s E R* and c( E Act, whenever P -% =PI 
and P + 5 P2, either c( E s and PI % =Pl, or x +Zs and there is PO such that 
PI + -% PO and P2 A ,Po. 
Proof. By induction on the length of s. If s is the empty sequence the fact follows 
immediately from the definition of 2. So suppose s =SOY where so E R* and r E R 
and suppose P 3 =P{ L ,Pl. If c( E SO then by the induction hypothesis P2 3 ,.P,‘. 
Since S/E = (so/c()Y, P2 2 =P,. Suppose CY $ SO. By the induction hypothesis there exists 
PA such that P; + 5 Pi and P2 3 =PA. By Lemma 5.3, Pl is R-confluent. Hence if 
M # r then there exists PO such that PI + -% PO and P,’ L ,Po as required, while if 
cx = Y then P,’ 2 PI and as s/a = SO we have P2 2 ,Po. 0 
Using this lemma we can establish the first significant result. It implies that the 
state of a restricted composition of R-confluent agents is not changed up to 2 by an 
interaction between components via a name and a co-name in R, provided all names 
in R are restricted. 
Lemma 5.5. Zf P, T are R-confluent, P L =P’ and T L =T’ with r, 7 E R, and R C L, 
then (PI T)\L z (P’I T’)\L. 
Proof. Let (S,S’) E g if S= (PIT)\L and ,S’=(P’IT’)\L where P and T are 
R-confluent, P -!k -P’ and T 5 ,T’ with r,fER, and RCL. We show that aU TX 
is a branching bisimulation. 
Suppose (S,S’) E 99 where S and S’ are as above. Suppose S’ 5 Q’. Then as 
S A =S’ it is not difficult to find Q, Qa such that S + Qo -% Q and Q,@S’, Q E Q’. 
So suppose S 5 Q. There are four cases. 
1. P % PI, Q = (PI 1 T)\L. In this case as P is R-confluent and c( # Y (as r E R CL), by 
Lemma 5.4 there exists P2 such that P’ 3 -% P2 and PI L =P2. So S’ + L Q’ 
=(PliT’)\L, and (Q,Q’)E&~ since PI AEP2. 
2. T -% T,, Q = (PIT, )\L. Similar to the previous case. 
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3. P&P,, T L TI, c( = z, t # r and Q = (9 IT1 )\L. Combine the previous two 
cases. 
4. P&PI, T-%T,, c1=z and Q - (PllT,)\L. In this case, by Lemma 5.4 9 = P’ 
and Tl 2~ T’ and so Q N S’. El 
As a simple corollary we have: 
Corollary 5.6. If P, T are R-conjluent, P 5 N P’ and T -% N T’ with S,SE R*, 
s=q . . . r,, S=i;r... i;;;, and R CL, then (PIT)\L N (P’IT’)\L. 
We say a set 9 of agents is derivation-closed if whenever P E Y and P A Q then 
Q E 9. We now have a rather long definition. 
Definition 5.7. Suppose M,R are disjoint sets of names and $ :M + R a function. 
A derivation-closed set Y of R-confluent agents is (M, R, $)-tidy if there is a partition 
(9” 1 r” a finite submultiset of R} of 9, an (M, R, @)-tidy partition, such that: 
1. if PEY’ and PAP’ where cr#MUR then P’EY’, 
2. if P E Y’ and P 2 P’ where m E M then P’ E Y’, *(“‘I, and 
3. if PEY’and P&P’ where reR then rEr” and P’EY’+‘. 
Further, Y is (A4, R, $)-disciplined if it is (A4, R, +)-tidy and 
4a. if P E Y’ (where r is a singleton) and P 5 where m EM then P + 2 ; 
and Y is (M, R, @)-ready if it is (M, R, $)-tidy and 
4b. if PEY’ and rEF then PL. 
To grasp the motivation for this definition consider the encoding [T] in the mobile- 
process calculus of the symbol-table class T from Section 2. An (M, R, $)-tidy partition 
is to capture the relationship between method invocations and the corresponding returns. 
One can view each derivative T of [T] as a forest each of whose nodes is a proper 
derivative of [T] or the replicator I[T] itself. Each time a method is invoked in the root 
of one of the trees, via /?*insert(x,w,r) or B*search(x,r), a return link, r, which does 
not occur free in T is received. This name will occur free in each derivative of T until 
the result of the call is returned. Now the notion of (M, R, $)-tidy partition expresses 
the relationship between fi * insert(x, w,r) and r and that between /I * search(x,r) 
and r by $(/I* insert(x,w,r))=r and $(/I * search(x, r)) = r. In more general terms, 
we can view + as an association between names of the distinguished sets M and R 
such that rl/(m) E R is the companion action, in some sense, of m EM. An (M, R, t+b)- 
tidy partition of 9’ divides its agents, all of which are required to be R-confluent, 
into classes whose indices record the outstanding companion actions of their elements; 
conditions l-3 ensure that this interpretation is accurate. Condition 4b stipulates that 
an agent must be able to engage immediately in any of its outstanding companion 
actions. This corresponds to the property of the programming language that when an 
object invokes a method, other than by a commit expression, its activity is suspended 
as it awaits the return of the result of that invocation. Finally, condition 4a requires 
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that if an agent has one outstanding companion action r and it may initiate another 
activity via an action in A4, then it may also perform r, possibly after some z-actions 
which, however, do not change its y-state. The purpose of this condition is to ensure, 
in conjunction with the others, that in certain contexts the behaviour of the agent is 
indistinguishable from that of an agent obtained by pruning parts of its state space. 
This is explained in detail in the theorem which follows the definition of the pruning 
operation. 
Definition 5.8. Given a labelled transition system F and a subset W of its set of 
points, S[W is the system obtained by removing all points not in W and all arrows 
incident on such points. If P E W we write P for the corresponding point of F [W. 
We now have the main result in the CCS case. 
Theorem 5.9. Suppose M,R ure disjoint sets of names and $ :M + R, and 
define 4 :A? -+ I? by setting I+&%) = $(m). Suppose 9 is an (h4, R, II/)-ready set 
with (M, R, @)-tidy partition {@}f, and F an (&?,I?, $)-disciplined set with (A?,ri, $)- 
tidy partition (F’)r: Suppose P E YO, T E F0 and A4 U R 2 L. Let ^T be the agent cor- 
responding to T in Fry-’ 
(PI F)\L. 
where F’ = U{Yr 1 It- d 1)). Then (PIT)\L E 
Proof. Let (Si,&) E 99’ if SI = (P, IT,)\L and 5’~ = (PzIg)\L where PZ E YO, T, E FO, 
P, it =P2, T, L NT2 withs,sER*, s=r,...r,,,S=F,...G, andMUR2L. Let also 
(Sl,S2)e 93’ if Si =(P,iT,)\L and S2 =(PzIg)\L where P2 EY, T2 E F-‘, P, L -P2, 
T, 5 -T2 with s,FER*, s=r, . ..r., S=F; . ..G. and MURCL. We show that g= 
(B” u 93’ u E) is a branching bisimulation up to E. 
Suppose (Si,S;!) E 33’ where Sl = (P, IT, )\L and S2 = (PzI%)\L are as above. Sup- 
pose S2 --% Qi. It is not difficult to see that (PzITz)\L 4 Q2 for some Q2 with 
(Q2,Qi)~g. By Corollary 5.6, SI = (P2IT2)\L, so Si +Q{ LQi for some Q{ = 
(P2IT2)\L and Q , with Qi N Q2. Thus (QI,&)E ~93 and (Q~,Q~)E ~$9’. 
Now suppose S1 A Qi. There are several cases. 
1. Suppose Qi 3 (P/IT, )\L where P, 5 P/. Then by Lemma 5.4 there are Pi, P2/’ 
such that P2 + Pi 4 P/ and P: L- P2/l with P’ N PI. So S2 + (P2/ I Tz)\L -% 
(P,“If*)\L, and it is easy to see that (S,,(P,‘I $\L)E~’ and (Qi, (Pi’/%)\L) 
EBO 
2. Suppose Qi 3 (P,IT,‘)\L where T, 5 T{. Then by Lemma 5.4 there are Ti, Ti’ 
s 
such that T2 3 Ti A TJ and Ti -= T2/1 with T,’ E T2. Since these transitions 
-1 2 involve no action in A4, T2 + T2 - T, , ‘;I and (P~~?-z)\L+(P~~?;)\L A(P2l?)\L. 
Moreover (Si, (PzI?)\L) E go and (QI, (PzIs)\L) E 9’. 
3. If a = r and Qi = (Pi I T,‘)\L where P, L Pl and T, z T{ where e es then we 
combine elements of the arguments in the cases above. Note in particular that if 
/ E A4 then the resulting pair of agents are related by 23’. 
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4. Finally, suppose c( = z and Qi = (P,’ 1 Ti)\L where Pi 5 P; and Ti ---? T[ with 
r E s. 
Then by Lemma 5.4 and R-confluence, PI sjre P2 and T,’ SE T2. So S2 -rr 
(P2 I T2)\L and (Ql, V’2 I %)\L) E B”. 
Now suppose (Si,&) E @ where Si = (PI ITl)\L and S2 = (PzIT?)\L are as in the 
definition with P2 E 9” and T2 E Y-‘. If A’2 5 Qi we can carry through the same 
analysis as above to find Qi, Qi with Si + Q’, 5 Qi, Qi N 99Q2 and Qi Y 98Qi. 
Suppose Si -% Q,. We can carry through the same case analysis as above except in 
one case, namely when CI = r and Qi E (P,’ I T,‘)\L where PI --% PI and Tl 5 T{ where 
m EM. In this case, the transitions ?2 + fi 4 % above cannot be found as T2 E Y’. 
Since T, 2, T2, by Lemma 5.4 there are TO, Ti such that T2 + TO 5 T,’ and 
T( A, Ti with To N T2. Since r is (A?,R, $)-disciplined, TO E 5’ and m E A4, 
To =s 2 . Hence T2 + 4 Tj for some TJ. Hence as T2 is R-confluent, TJ + T4 -% TS 
and T2/ 4, Ts for some T4 and Ts with T4 E Ts. Now TX, T4 E Y0 and TS E F-” where 
Y’ = t&m), so the transitions f2 + L fs + p4 5 Fs exist in Fry’. 
Now since PI --%, P2, by Lemma 5.4 there are PO and Pi such that P2 + PO -12, Pi, 
PO e P2 and Pi AE Pi. Because 9 is (A4, R, $)-ready and P2 E P’, 9 L P3 for some 
Ps. Since P2 is R-confluent, Ps + P4 A Ps and p2’ LZ P5 for some P4 and Ps with 
P4 Y P3. Thus (P21c)\L+ +P31~)\L+(P41T4)\L~(Ps($)\L. 
It remains to note that by the construction and Lemma 5.4, (Si, (P4 I i?i)\L) E S?‘O 
and (QI, (Ps I %)\L) E @. •I 
This result implies that W[T] cv %[?I whenever +Z[.] = (P I .)\L is a context and T 
an agent which together conform to the harmonization conditions that P E 9” where 
9 is (M, R, $)-ready, T E Y0 where Y is (A?, R, $)-disciplined and M U R C L. 
6. Partial confluence in the mobile-process calculus 
There has been little work on confluence specifically for value-passing process cal- 
culi. In [21] basic definitions and results on confluence in value-passing CCS were 
given, while [24] defined a notion called partition semi-confluence in the same set- 
ting and examined conditions under which combinations of partition-semi-confluent 
processes yield confluent systems. Our aim in this section is to generalize the the- 
ory of partial confluence just presented for pure CCS processes to the setting of the 
mobile-process calculus introduced in Section 3. The generalization is smooth though 
the definitions are more complex, some results require additional assumptions, and the 
proofs are more complicated due to the need to take into account value-passing and, 
in particular, mobility. 
In the CCS case we considered R-confluence for R a set of labels. In the setting of 
the mobile-process calculus it is natural to take R to be a link sort or, as we consider 
later, a set of link sorts. These restrictions can, however, be relaxed. 
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We begin with some terminology and notation. Recall from Section 3 that the actions 
of the calculus are the silent action r and the visible actions, i.e. the input actions of the 
form x( i7) and the output actions of the form (vz”).P( 6). x( 6) has subject x and object 
d, while (vz”)zZ( 6) has subject _f and object (tG)C. We write subj(cc) for the subject of 
the visible action CI. Ifs = c( 1 . . . x, is a sequence of visible actions we write subj(s) for 
the sequence subj(ccl ) . . . subj(cc, ). The subject of an input action is said to be positive 
and that of an output action negative. An occurrence of a link name x in a process 
expression or abstraction is said to be in positiue (resp. negative) subject position if 
it is the first occurrence in a subexpression of the form x(j). P (resp. X(t). P), and 
to be unguarded if it is not underneath a prefix. We identify output actions p and p’, 
and write p=p’, if they differ only by change of bound names. Further, we always 
assume that the bound names of output actions are fresh, i.e. do not occur free in any 
agent under consideration. For L a link sort we write L+ (resp. L-) for the set of 
input (resp. output) actions with a positive (resp. negative) subject whose name is of 
sort L, and L* for L’ UC. Recalling the definition of branching bisimilarity &, we 
now write P + 5 P’ if for some P” 4 P, P + P” 5 Pf and if CI = r then P’ $4 P. 
Moreover we write A N for the composite relation & ” * 2 2 3 & where 
S’MI . ..2.. Finally, the excess s/a of sequence s over singleton sequence (action) c( 
is defined as in the CCS case except that if y = bn(r) # 0, it is obtained from s 
by replacing each output (vf)f( 6) by ( v5 - jj)z.?( v”) to capture correctly extrusion of 
names. 
Definition 6.1. Let R be a sort. A process P is R-conjluent if for every derivative Q 
of P the following hold. 
1. If p E R*, subj(a) # subj(p), Q L Ql and Q+ -% Q2 then for some Q’, Qi + 
LQ’ and Q2=+ 5 &Q’. 
2. If pi,p~~R-, subj(pl)=subj(pz), QzQi and Q+ %Qz then p1=p2 and 
QI - Q2. 
3. If PER+, QAQl and Q+ LQ2 then Ql&Ql. 
Clause 1 is analogous to the definition in the CCS case. The second clause requires 
that Q cannot perform two different output actions with a subject whose name is of 
sort R, and moreover it cannot perform an action in R- to reach two different & - 
states. The final clause requires that Q cannot reach distinct &-states by performing 
the same R+-action. Note that no restriction is imposed on derivatives of Q under 
distinct R+-actions with a common subject. 
The first result is that R-confluence is preserved by branching bisimilarity. 
Lemma 6.2. ff P is R-conjkent arzd P & Q then Q is R-co@uent. 
Proof. Let Qa be a derivative of Q. Then since P&Q there is a derivative PO of P 
such that Po&Qo. 
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1. Suppose Qs -% Qr,Qo + AQ2 where PER* and subj(cr) # subj(p). Since 
Qo 4, Qr, PO + P,’ -% PI for some PO’, PI with PA 4 PO and PI & Ql. Then since 
P,’ Y Qo and Qo + A Q2, PA + 5 P2 for some P2 with PZ & Q2. Being a deriva- 
tive of P, P,’ is R-confluent. Hence there is P’ such that PI + &P’ and P2 5, P’, 
and hence there is Q’ as required. 
2. Suppose QO % QI and Qc + Qi 3 Q2 where pl, p2 f R- and subj(pl) = subj(p2). 
Then PO + P,’ a PI with Pi &PO and PI & Ql, and as Pi & Qo, PA + 2 9 with 
P2 & Q2. Since P,’ is R-confluent, pr = p2 and PI & P2 and so Qr & Q2. 
3. Suppose QO L Qi and Qa + Q; 5 Q2 where p E R+. Then PO 3 PA 5 PI with 
PA-PO and Pl&Ql, and as PA&Qo, PA+ A P2 with 9 & Q2. Since Pi is R- 
confluent, PI & P2 and so Ql & Q2. Cl 
Next we establish the analogue of Lemma 5.4. On account of clause 3 in the defi- 
nition of ‘R-confluence we require an additional assumption, namely (in the notation 
below) that if a E R+ and s contains an input action with the same subject as LY, then 
the first such action in s is the action a. 
Lemma 6.3. Suppose P is R-conJluent, s E R’*, P A2 PI and P+ A 4 where 
ifa~R+ and s=sgpsl where subj(p)=subj(or) and subj(a)@subj(so), then c1=p. 
Then either a es and for some PO, PI + -f+ PO and P2 AE PO, or a fs and 
4% P2 -+,. P,. 
Proof. By induction on s. If s is the empty sequence then M $E’S and by definition 
of & , PI + 5 PO with P2 &PO. So suppose s = tp and P L, P{ z, PI. Firstly, if 
a es then CI # t and so P: + L PA and 9 5, Pi. Then as P{ is R-confluent and 
c( # p, by the assumption subj(a) # subj(p) and so PI + -% PO and P,’ 5, PO. 
Hence 9 L N PO. Now suppose a ES. If tl E t then 9 %? P: and so P2 Tz PI. 
Further, if a @ t then CI = p and PA &PI when again P2 -= s’a PI. 0 
Next we have the analogue of the result from the CCS case that the y-state of 
a restricted composition of R-confluent agents is not changed by an interaction via 
a name and a co-name in the set of labels R, provided all such names are restricted. 
In that setting the restriction of names is preserved by derivation, but that is not in 
general the case in the mobile-process calculus. We could enunciate conditions on 
sortings which would guarantee that the third hypothesis is met, and indeed the sorting 
used in the semantic definition of the programming language meets one such condition. 
However we state the hypothesis explicitly since its purpose is clearer than would be 
the case for a condition on sorting% 
Lemma 6.4. Assume: 
1. P and T are R-conjluent. 
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2. P&P’, T ’ --+,T’ where p=r(v”), p=(vu”)F(i?) with rER. 
3. No derivative of (vz”)(P 1 T) contains a free occurrence in subject position of 
a name of sort R. 
Then (vZ)(P 1 T) & (vz”u”)(P’ 1 T’). 
Proof. Let (S,S’) E 99 if S =(vz”)(PIT) and S’= (vZ)(P’IT’) where P and T are 
R-confluent,P-%,P’, T-%,T’,p=r(fi),p=( -)-(-) h vu r v w ere r E R, and no deriva- 
tive of (vT)(P 1 T) contains a free occurrence in subject position of a name of sort R. 
We show that B U L% is a branching bisimulation. Suppose (S, S’) E $9 where S and S’ 
are as above. 
Suppose S’ -% Q’. Obviously S &_ (vz”u”)(P’IT’), and it is straightforward to find 
Q such that S+ LQ and Q&Q’. 
Suppose S --% Q. We may assume that the names u” and the bound names of tl if 
any are fresh. Note that c( @ Rk by assumption. There are several cases. 
1. Q=(vz”)(P, 1 T) h w ereaisr,x(F)or(vG)Z(j)wherejni=0andP-%Pi.Then 
by Lemma 6.3 for some P”, P’ + 5 P” and PI 2, P”. So as u” n {x} U j? = 0, 
S’ + 5 Q’ = (vZ)(P” 1 T’) and moreover (Q, Q’) E %?. 
2. Q = (VT - z”)(P, I T) where CI is (vCZ’)X(~) and P 5 PI where CI’ is (vG)X(~), 
j n 2 = 5”. Again by Lemma 6.3, P’ =+ A P” and PI 5, P”. Hence S’ + 5 
Q’ = (v.E - z”)(P” / T’) and (Q, Q’) E ~8’. 
3. If T acts alone the arguments are similar to those just given. 
4. If c( = r and Q = (vG)(PI I Tl ) where P and T interact via a name other than r, 
or via r with P sending and T receiving, the argument is a combination of those 
above. 
5. Finally, suppose tl = r and Q = (viG)(P~ I Tl ) where P -1, PI and T -% T, where 
0 = r(j) and r5 = (vG)T(y). Then since T is R-confluent and subj(i?)=subj(rT), 
p=cT and T’&Tl. Hence p = CJ and so as P is R-confluent, P’& PI. Hence 
Q&S’. 0 
As before we have a simple corollary. 
Corollary 6.5. Assume: 
1. P and T are R-conjluent. 
2. PL,P’, Tz%T’ where ~=pl ..,pn, s=p1... - - z, pi=r;(&), pi=(v~)~(~) 
with ri E R. 
3. No derivative of (vz”)(P I T) contains a free occurrence in subject position of 
a name of sort R. 
Then when ii = u”l . . . zin, (vZ)(P 1 T) & (vE)(P’ I T’). 
Proof. The arguments for most of the cases are similar to those in the lemma. In 
the notation of the lemma we consider just the case when M = r and Q = (vG)(PI 1 TI ) 
where PAP,, o=r(F), T 4 T, and ~7 = (vG)Y( y), and r E subj(s) with i least such 
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that Y = aubj(Pi). (Recall the subj-notation from the beginning of this section.) Suppose 
- --- PI si s=sopisl andS=sopisl,PS”~P*--t-P3~_P’andT~,Tz~,T3-NTt. 
Then by Lemma 6.3 applied to T and the fact that T2 is R-confluent, 6 =pi and 
so Tl %_ T’. Hence o = pi and by the same lemma, PI %E P’. Thus Q - (v%) 
(P’i T’). 0 
We now formulate analogues of the notions ‘(M,R, $)-tidy’ etc. In the CCS case 
the purpose of the function II/ was to record an association between names in the set 
M and names in the set R. In the present setting M and R are sets of link sorts and 
the association between names of these sorts is achieved in a different way: via the 
sorting. Recall that the sorting used in the semantic definition associates with each M,” 
a tuple (?,Rr) for some types F,T. 
Definition 6.6. Let M, R be disjoint sets of link sorts. 2 is an M, R-sorting if 
1. for each M’ in M there are R’ in R and 7 such that &M’) = ( i;R’), and 
2. no R’ in R occurs in a n(S) except as the last component of a 1(M’) with M’ in M. 
Extending an earlier notation we write Mf (resp. M-) for the set of input (resp. output) 
actions whose subject is an M-name, i.e. has a sort in M, and M* for Mf UM-. In 
the context of an M, R-sorting, if M EM *, the name of the subject of c( is m and the 
R-name, obj,&a), which is the last component of the object of a is r, then m and r are 
associated. It is appropriate also to reflect in the following definition the asymmetric 
nature of communication in the mobile-process calculus. Thus we define ‘(M-,R+)- 
tidy’, with requirements on output actions whose subjects are M-conames and input 
actions with subjects are R-names, rather than ‘(M,R)-tidy’ etc. The definition of ‘R- 
confluence’ for R a set of link sorts is as in the case of a single sort and the preceding 
lemmas continue to hold for sets of sorts. 
Definition 6.7. Suppose M and R are disjoint sets of link sorts and J. is an M,R- 
sorting. A derivation-closed set 9 of R-confluent processes is (M-,Rf)-tidy if there 
is a partition (9” 1 r” a finite set of R-names} of 9, an (M-,R+)-tidy partition, such 
that: 
1. ifPEY’and PAP’ where a#M-URi then P’EY’, 
2. ifPEY’and PAP’ where CCEM- and r@? where r=objR(ct), then P’EY~;‘, 
3. if P E Yp’ and P 5 P’ where c1 E R+ then su bj( a) = r E ? and P’ E Yipr. 
Further, 9’ is (M-,R+)-ready if it is (M-,Rf)-tidy and 
4a. if P E 9’ and r E r” then P -% for any a~ R+ with subj(a)=r. 
Similarly, we define (Mf, R-)-tidy (partition) with in 2 the stipulation that if P E Y’ 
and P 5 P’ where a EM+ and r #r” where r = objR(a) then P’ E Y”‘, and say Y is 
(M+,R-)-disciplined if it is (M+,R-)-tidy with (M+,R-)-tidy partition (9”‘)~ and 
4b. if P E 9” (where r is a singleton) and P % where a EM+ then P + L for 
some /? E R- with subj(fi) = r. 
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The structure of this definition is analogous to that in the CCS case. Recall that 
according to the semantic definition of the programming language, one object-process 
invokes a method in another by sending it arguments and a fresh return link. This 
is reflected in clause 2 which imposes a requirement on only those M--actions CI 
with obj,(cc) fresh. Note also that in clause 4a we have universal quantification over 
actions in R+ with subject r, and in 4b existential quantification over actions in R- 
with subject r. Note however that since each P E Y is required to be R-confluent, in 
the latter case there will be a unique such action possible. We now have the main 
result. 
Theorem 6.8. Suppose M and R are disjoint sets of link sorts and A and M, R-sorting. 
Suppose 9 is an (M-,R+)-ready set with (M-, R+)-tidy partition {pi}?, and F 
an (M+, R-)-disciplined set with (M+, R-)-tidy partition {F’}?. Suppose P E pO, 
T E F0 and no derivative of (vZ)(P 1 T) contains a free occurrence in subject position 
of an M-name or an R-name. Let ^r be the process corresponding to T in F[F’ 
where F1 = U{F ( IY( < l}. Then (vZ)(P(T)&((vi)(P(^T). 
Proof. Define 58’ and %?’ as follows. First, (Sl, SZ) E go if S1 = (vz")(Pl 1 TI ) and Sz = 
(v%)(PzIT~) where P2 E .YO, T2 E F-“, Pl LE P2, Tl 5, T2, s =pl . . . pn E R+*, S= 
z...z~R-* with pi=ri(yi), E=(vG;)F(Y,), and +=@I ...Gn, and no derivative 
of S1 contains a free occurrence in subject position of an R-name or an M-name. 
Secondly, (S,,&)E@ if S1 =(vz”)(PlITl) and &=(vzIG)(P~l~~) where PREY’, 
T~EF”, PI AeP2, Tl_S-,T2, ~=pl...p,~R’*, Szfi...-Zi;;~R-* with Pi= 
ri(E), pi=(v~G~)yi(yi), and @=Gl . ..G.,, and no derivative of Sl contains a free 
occurrence in subject position of a name of sort R or of sort M. 
We show that g= (B” U 28” U & ) is a branching bisimulation up to &. Sup- 
pose (Sl,Sz) E 99’ where S1 = (vi)(P, IT,) and S2 = (vZG)(P2)?1) are as above. Sup- 
pose Sz 5 Qi. It is not difficult to see that (v%)(P2 I T2) 5 Q2 for some Q2 with 
(Q2, Qi) E 9#. By Corollary 6.5, SI & (vZ)(P~(TZ), so S1 + L Q1 with Ql & Q2. Thus 
(QJ,Q;>E -9. 
Now suppose Sl 5 Ql. There are several cases. 
1. Suppose Q, z (vZ)(PiITI) where PI 5 P,’ and CI is r, x(j) or (vu”)?(y) where 
i nz” = 0. Then by Lemma 6.3 there are P2/, Pi’ such that P2 + Pi -% Pl’ and 
P( AZ P2/1 with Pi &Pz. So S2 +(vZG)(P,’ I F2) A(vz”G)(Pi’l?2), and it is easy 
to see that (Sl,(vZG)(Pi 1 ?z)) E iii?’ and (Q,, (v&-G)(P,“~~~))) E go. 
2. Suppose Ql =(v.?)(Pl IT:) where T, 4 Ti and a is r, x(j) or (vu)i( 7) where 
G nz” = 8. Then by Lemma 6.3 there are T2/, T2/1 such that T2 + Ti 2 TJ and 
T,’ 2, TJ with Ti & T2. Since these transitions involve no action in M+, ?.J =+ 
~~~~~‘,and(vz”~)(P2(~2)2)j( vZG)(P2/Fi) --% (vz”G)(P2I@)_ Moreover (Sl,(vG) 
(Pz)?;)) E 2’ and (Q,, (vZG)(P~I?~))E 59’. 
3. The cases when PI or Tl acts alone performing an output with free names in i are 
similar. 
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4. If o! = r and Qi = (vz”u”)(P; 1 Ti) w h ere PI and T, interact via a name not in R, or via 
a name in R with PI sending and T, receiving, or via a name in R but not in subj(s) 
with PI receiving and T, sending, then we combine elements of the arguments in 
the cases above. Note in particular if the interaction is via a name in A4 then the 
resulting pair are related by a’. 
5. Finally, suppose o! = z and Qi = (vZC)(P~ 1 Ti) where PI --% Pi' and Tl -% T,' with 
a=r( v”), c?= (vu”)Y( 0”) with r E subj(s), say with i least such that subj(pi) =r. 
Then by Lemma 6.3 and R-confluence, pi = 5 and T{ zy'- T2. Hence Pi = IS and 
P; 3-q. So Qt -,(v~~)(P~ 1 T2) and (Qi,(v.%)(P2 1 ?z))E?~‘. 
Now suppose (Si,&) E g’ where Si = (vi)(P, ITi) and S2 =(vZIG)(P~~?Z) are as in 
the definition with P2 E 9’ and T2 E F’. If S2 A Q; we can carry through the same 
analysis as above to find Qi with Si + --% Qi and Qi rv .9?Qi. Suppose Si --% Qi. 
We can carry through the same case analysis as above except in one case, namely 
when c1= z and Qi =(vZi2)(P,' 1 T[) where PI LP[ and T, --%T: where y=m(v”) and 
7 = (vzZ)+r( u”) where m is of sort M. In this case, the transitions ?2 + ?i 2 @ above 
cannot be found as T2 E Y-‘. 
Since Tl %, T2, by Lemma 6.3 there are TO, Ti such that T2 + TO L Ti and 
Ti 3, Ti with TO & T2. Since .Y is (IV+, R-)-disciplined, TO E F' and y E Mi, To a 
L with subj(j) =F, say b=(vZ)Y( 7). Hence T2 + L T3 for some T3. Hence as T2 
is R-cot-&tent, T3 + T, 4 Ts and T$j LE T5 for some T4 and Ts with T4 & T3. Now 
r3, T4 E F0 and Ts E F-" where r’ = obj,&a), so the transitions ?2 =+ L is3 + ?J L 
Ts exist in Y IS’. 
Now since PI -%, 9, by Lemma 6.3 there are PO and Pi such that 9 + PO 2 P2/, 
PO & P2 and Pl Ay Pi. Because 9’ is (M-, R+)-ready, P2 E 9’ and subj@) = r where 
b = r( y ), P2 -% P3 for some P3. Since P2 is R-confluent, P3 + P4 L Ps and Pi 
-2. Ps for some P4 and Ps with PJ & Ps. Thus (vZG)(P21?2) + A (vZ+k?)(P31~3) + B 
(vi~~)(P~~~~)-1-'(vi~~u")(Pg(~~~ 
It remains to note that by the construction and Lemma 6.3, (Si, (viG)(P4 I Fd)) E 29’ 
and moreover (Qi, (vZE)(P~ 1 ?s)) E S’. 0 
7. An application 
In this section we use the semantic definition of the programming language by trans- 
lation to the mobile-process calculus and the theory of partial confluence to prove the 
indistinguishability in an arbitrary program context of two classes. The first (repeated 
here from Section 2 for convenience) is 
class T, 
VU K:int, V:ref(A), L:ref(T), R:ref(T), 
method insert(X:int, W:ref(A)):unit, 
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return nil ; 
if K=nilthen (K:=X ; V:=W ; L:=new(T) ; R:=new(T)) 
else if X=K then V:=W 
else if X<K then L!insert(X,W) 
else R!insert(X,W) , 
method search(Y:int):ref(A), 
if K=nil then return nil 
else if Y=K then return V 
else if Y<K then commit L!search(Y) 
else commit R!search(Y), 
and the second is the following similar class: 
class T, 
var K:int, V:ref(A), L:ref(T), R:ref(T), 
method insert(X:int, W:ref(A)):unit, 
if K=nil then (K:=X ; V:=W ; L:=new(T) ; R:=new(T)) 
else if X=K then V:=W 
else if X<K then L!insert(X,W) 
else R!insert(X,W); 
return nil, 
method search(Y:int):ref(A), 
if K=nil then return nil 
else if Y=K then return V 
else if Y<K then return L!search(Y) 
else return R!search(Y). 
The classes differ in two ways: first, in the positions of the return expressions 
within the bodies of the insert methods, and secondly in that in the bodies of the 
search methods, where the first class has commit the second has return. For ease of 
reference let us replace every occurrence of ‘T’ in the second definition by ‘To’. 
Consider a tree composed of objects of class To. Typically, an invocation of insert 
in the object at the root of the tree will result in a chain of invocations down a branch 
of the tree, with each node when it invokes a method in one of its children waiting 
for a reply from it. When the request reaches a node capable of honouring it, the 
nil result is passed back up the branch from child to parent until it reaches the root 
which then releases the original caller from the rendezvous. Not only is the original 
caller suspended until the insertion is completed, but in addition no other object may 
interact with the data structure while an insertion is in progress. Contrast this with the 
effect of an invocation of the insert method in the root of a similar tree composed 
of T-objects, In this case the root immediately returns the nil result to the caller and 
then proceeds, if necessary, to invoke the insert method in one of its children. Thus 
not only is the caller released sooner from the rendezvous but the root will typically 
be able to accept another request while the earlier insertion is being handled elsewhere 
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in the data structure. Thus there may be many insertion operations concurrently in 
progress in a T-tree but only one in a To-tree. 
The effect of invoking the search method in the root of a To-tree is similar: the nodes 
on a branch become ‘frozen’ until the node at the end of the branch determines the 
result of the search which is then passed back from child to parent eventually reaching 
the root which returns it to the original caller. Contrast this with the behaviour of 
a T-tree where if a node is unable to determine the result of the search it delegates 
to one of its children via a commit expression the responsibility for doing so and for 
returning the result to the original caller. It then resumes its quiescent state ready to 
accept another invocation. Thus in a T-tree there may be many concurrent insertions 
and searches in progress with internal nodes having return links to object-processes 
outside the tree structure via which results of searches should be returned. 
The classes T and To are taken from [7] with the significant change that the values 
associated with the keys are references to objects of an arbitrary class rather than 
integers as in [7]. The behaviour generated by the sequential class To is relatively 
simple. In [7], Jones gives a formal development of To from a specification and then 
derives T by applying two program-transformation rules to move the return expression 
in the insert method and to replace two occurrences of return by commit in the search 
method. Jones raises the interesting, and challenging, question under what conditions 
these transformations may be correctly applied. This is a subtle matter about which 
more will be said in the closing section. To appreciate some of the subtlety of the 
problem the reader may care to construct examples to show that it is not always 
correct to move return expressions or to replace return by commit. 
Using notation similar to that at the end of Section 4, the encoding of class To is 
where ct = {insert = ins,search = srch} and cro = {K = nil, V = nil,L = nil,R = nil,X = 
nil, W = nil, Y = nil} and 
+ a * search(y,r). I[&]( ( us’r’)Q~To(a,s’),s[y/Yl,r)) 
where EI, Es are the bodies of the insert and search methods, respectively. Thus where 
~=(a.s’r’)Q~,,(u,s’): for the body of the insert method where 01 =s[x/X][w/W], 
[EI](~,~I,Y) 
=cond(al *K=nil : nT,(t,).nT,(t2).r(nil).QTo(u,a~), 
x=gl *K : ~(nil).QT,(a,o,[w/Vl), 
x < ~1 *K : (vr’)o1 *L * insert (x,w,~‘)./(y).F(nil).QT,,(u,crl), 
X>OI *K : (vr’)gl *R* insert (x,w,#).r’(Y).F(nil).QT,(u,al)) 
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where 0’1 = al[n/K][w/V][tl/L][t*/R], and for the body of the search method where 
c2 = wy1, 
[cs](4o2,r) 
=cond( a2 *K=nil : F(nil).Qro(a,a2), 
y=az *K : T(a2 * V).QTo(a,az), 
y<az*K :(vr’)a2*L*search(y,r’).r’(y).F(y).Qro(a,a2), 
y>az*K :(vr’)a2*R*search(y,r’).r’(y).F(y).Qr,(a,a2)). 
Our aim is to show that the classes T and To are indistinguishable in an arbitrary 
program context thus proving the correctness of the program transformations in this 
particular case. Recall from the semantic definition that the encoding of a program 
context is of the form 
‘fq.1 = (vn,)(P / .) 
where P is the encoding of the other class definitions and the trigger, and ‘A’ is the 
context hole. The result asserting the indistinguishability of the classes is the following. 
Theorem 7.1. Let %?[.I E (vn,)(P 1 .) be the encoding of an arbitrary progrum con- 
text. Then +Z[[Tl] E U[[To]]. 
Proof. Central to the proof will be the theory of R-confluence developed earlier. Writ- 
ing T for [T] and T 0 for [TO] we wish to show that (vn,)(P 1 T) N (vn,)(P 1 
TO). Let F be the process system generated by TO and T, and 9’ the process sys- 
tem generated by P. Let M be the set of link sorts {M& MS} (where I is insert and 
S is search) and R the set {Runit, R rercAj}. We will establish the following: 
(1) 9 is (M-, R+)-ready. 
(2) .Y is (A4+, R-)-disciplined. 
(3) r?, z ^T, where Fo and ^r are the states corresponding to TO and T respectively in 
.Y[3’ where F’ = U {F-’ 1 Iri < 1). 
By (1) and (2) above, applying the main theorem in the previous section, whose 
other premiss about names is easily seen from the semantic definition to be satisfied, 
we have 
(v~~)(PlTo)~(v~~)(PlTo) and (vnr)(P I T) = (ve>(P I?I, 
i.e. V[To] & W[fo] and %?[T] & %[^T]. Now since the only names free in +F?[.] are in and 
out, it follows that %‘[To] E %?[Fo] and W[T] z %‘[?I. But from (3) above it follows by 
congruence properties of Y that %?[Fa] E %‘[^T]. Hence we have 
%‘[T]EV[^T]EV[&]E%[T~] 
as required. It remains to prove the three claims above. 
Lemma 7.2. 9 is (M-,R+)-ready. 
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Proof. A derivative of P is a restricted composition whose components are the repli- 
cators encoding the definitions of the classes other than T and To, derivatives of them 
representing objects in various states, and a derivative of the trigger process. From 
the semantic definition it is apparent that an R-name r may occur free in P only as 
a consequence of an action emanating from a process abstraction [E!m(@] where m 
is insert or search, and in every such case the occurrence of r is in subject position 
and immediately under an output prefix with a subject in M whose object contains r. 
Moreover, that output prefix is immediately under a restriction (vr). It thus follows 
that any derivative of P must be of the form 
Q3(vP”)(rl(u1).P11...lr,(v,).PnIQ’> (1) 
where rl , . . . , r,, are pairwise-distinct R-names and no R-name occurs free in Pi or free 
in subject position in Q’. It follows that 9” is an R-confluent process system. 
Now let (9; 1 r” a finite set of R-names} be the partition of 9’ defined by setting 
QE@ for Q of the form (1) if r”={rl,..., rn}. This partition is (M-,R+)-tidy: 
1. If QE~’ and Q&Q1 where aER +, then from (1) it must be the case that 
subj(a) =r for some r E F, and since r does not occur in Pi, it follows that Qr E 
pi-r. 
2. If Q E Pi and Q 5 Qi where a EM- then the action arises from the encoding of 
a method invocation in a T-object process. Then a must, as explained above, be of 
the form (vr)fi(C,r) where m is /I* insert or B*search and Qi must take the form 
Ql = (vP)(n(m) .PI I . . . I m(u,) .f’, I r(u) .Q’, I Q’,‘) (2) 
Clearly Qi E Pijr. 
3. If QE8’and Q--%Qi where a$M-UR+, then from (1) it must be the case that 
for some Q”, Q’ 5 Q” and 
Ql = (VP”> (Al .Pl I . . . I r,(u,) .f’, I Q”) (3) 
with no R-name free in subject position in Q”. Clearly Qr E 9”. 
So the partition is (M-,R+)-tidy. Also, it is clear that 9 is (M-,R+)-ready. Cl 
Lemma ‘7.3. 9 is (M+,R-)-disciplined. 
Proof. Recall that an (Mf, R-)-tidy partition {S’}J of 9 need have the property 
that if U E F’ and U 5 U’ where a E Mf then U’ E Fi~r where r = obj,(a) only if 
r @r”. That is we need consider only actions a in which fresh return links are received. 
A point in F is a restricted composition whose components are the replicators T and 
TO and derivatives of them representing objects in various states. Moreover from the 
semantic definition we see that these object-processes form a forest structure and in 
none of them does an R-name occur as a subject in a nontrivial guarded summation. 
Further, each such point has the form 
Q~<v$)(h(ul).P1I . . . I~&)J’IQ’>, (4) 
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where no R-name occurs in unguarded subject position in Q’. Note that this form 
is similar to (1) in the previous proof though here the R-subjects are negative and 
some of them may be in b representing invocations between object-processes in .Y. 
However, to see that every point of Y is R-confluent there is a further important fact 
to observe. From the definitions of T and TO we see that in no point of Y does an 
R-name occur in negative subject position in two different components. The reason for 
this is that when an object-process receives a return link r, it either uses Y for returning 
a result (this is always the case for To-object-processes) or passes r to a child process 
(representing a commit in a T-object). In neither case does r occur in negative subject 
position within the derivative process. Moreover, if the object-process is later activated 
by another invocation, a fresh return link will be received. It therefore follows that 
Y is R-confluent since each point of Y has the form (4) with the ri distinct and, as 
noted above, we need consider only c1 EM’ with fresh obj,(cc). 
As partition we take {Y-’ 1 r” a finite set of R-names} where Q E r’ if r’ are the 
R-names occurring free within a prefix in Q as in (4). This partition is (M+,R-)-tidy: 
If T’ E F’ and T’ A T” where a $!M+ U R- then from the definitions of T and 
TO we see that IX must be r. It is straightforward to check that the free names f 
do not change as a result of a r move and so T” E F-‘. Note that this internal 
communication may transfer a free R-name from one node to another. 
If T’ E F’ and T’ -% T” where CI E Mf and obj,a @? then c1= p * insert( n, o, r) 
or GL = p * search(n,r). Since r $!i and r occurs free in the root node of T”, it 
follows that T” E FFyr. 
If T’ E F-’ and T’ 5 T” where CI E R- then certainly r must occur free in T’, thus 
r E r”. Moreover from the definitions of T and TO it follows that r does not occur 
free within a prefix in T” so T” E FiPr. 
Moreover, Y is (M+, R-)-disciplined as if T’ E F/I’ and T’ -% where r EM+ then 
from the definitions of T and TO, T’ + -% with subj(& = Y. In fact it is easy to see 
that if T’ E F-” then T’ + L whether or not T’ 5. 0 
Lemma 7.4. F. - T. 
Proof. The proof uses a standard process-calculus technique: a system of equations 
in process variables is given which by virtue of its form is known to have a unique 
solution up to N, and it is shown that both F and ?s are corresponding components 
of solutions of the system and hence are related by rv. 
We take variables A[,,.,,+,] where [ni . . . np] is a tuple of nonnegative integers and 
p 3 0. The system of equations is: 
(1) 
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+fl:ai*search(k,r).F(u).A” 
i=l 
P 
+ C(vis)F(a) .A ,,I 
i=l 
where in (1 ), 
(2) 
(3) 
A’ = 
A[, ,... npl(...kjw...) if k=kijy 
A[,,....~+l..,~~](...k~ni~in,kw...) ifk$kil...kinz. 
in (21, 
A”=& I._. npl(...) 
and v is Uij if k is kij and v is nil if k # kil . . . kin, and there is no change in the 
parameters, and in (3) 
A”‘=A[,,.,.,ol(..~ m) 
where c( = {insert = i, search =s} and the parameters are unchanged otherwise. Here 
represents a system with p trees, the tree with root named cli having key-value pairs 
k. v, rl, ,I,. . . , kini, uin,. The three summands represent respectively: insertion of a pair into 
the ith tree, when there are two cases depending on whether or not the key is already 
present; search for a key in the ith tree; and creation of a new empty tree with root 
named a. 
Since p and ?s are obtained by pruning the transition systems of T and TO so that at 
most one method invocation is active at any point it is very plausible that !? and Fa are 
indeed A[ 1 (nr )-components of solutions of the system. This can be proved rigorously 
but since the argument is routine, the details are omitted. 0 
We have illustrated how the notion of partial confluence introduced in this paper may 
be useful in establishing behavioural equivalences of systems prescribed by programs of 
a concurrent object-oriented language. By exploiting partial confluence properties of P, 
T and TO, the problem of proving (vn,)(P 1 T) - (v+)(P 1 TO) is reduced to that of 
proving ^T E ?,s which involves examining only a small part of the behaviour of the 
agents concerned. In general, the simplification of a process Q to Q may save one 
from having to explore much of the state space of Q, and by making a careful choice 
of partition the behaviour of Q may be relatively simple. It happens in this case 
that the equivalence of ^T and Fs can be established by a standard process-calculus 
technique based on the fact that their behaviours can be described by some simple 
process equations. 
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8. Conclusions 
Notions of partial confluence such as that introduced and studied in this paper are in 
our opinion important and worthy of deeper study. In addition to their intrinsic interest 
they may be useful in understanding and reasoning about a variety of systems. Promis- 
ing directions for further study include connections with non-interleaving semantics, 
action/process refinement as in e.g. [6] and concurrency control in databases [16, lo]. 
The theory of R-confluence has, e.g., been applied fruitfully to the study of concurrent 
operations on B-trees [ 181. 
The proof given in Section 7 can be viewed, as explained there, as establishing the 
correctness of instances of program-transformation rules such as those presented in [7]. 
These rules stipulate conditions under which, in the notation of the present paper, an 
expression of the form E; return E’ may be replaced by return E’; E, and an expression 
of the form returnX!m(Y) by commitX!m( Y). These conditions refer to termination 
of evaluations of expressions and to properties of a class of program variables called 
‘private references’. No semantic account of ‘private references’ is given in [7], nor is it 
stipulated how they may be used in programs; see [ 191 for some work relevant to this. 
The theory developed in this paper can be used to reason rigorously about the behaviour 
of dynamically-evolving forest structures. It gives important insight into difficulties 
which must be overcome to obtain proofs of the soundness of general transformation 
rules whose side conditions are neither unduly restrictive nor intractable. 
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